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Monthly Meetings
Our President says...
Our meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of each month
at 7 PM, at the Balboa Park Sports Complex, Gym Building, at 17015 Burbank Blvd, Encino (see page 3 for map).

Meeting Minutes

By Jim Kelly

Minutes of the San Fernando Valley Woodworkers’ meeting, Thursday, July 20, 2016
President Albert Jimenez called the meeting to order
at 7:09 PM. We had three visitors, Jim, and friend of Ed
Sheanin, and Bob and Barbara, two hobbyists who found
us via Google.
Announcements/Reports
Albert Jimenez announced that Jose Callejas has resigned
as vice-president as he needs time to care for his father after his mother’s death.
Chuck Nickerson announced that Brian Miller will be
our August speaker.
Jim Kelly announced that a volunteer secretary will be
needed for August, as he will be camping with kids and
grand kids.
Albert asked for suggestions for challenges for
the upcoming meetings. Offers included: clamps,
something from an8 ft. 2x4, whirligigs, whatever
can be made between meetings.
Mark Ashley asked if anyone had a copy of the
Woodsmith edition that Doug Deary used for the
See “Minutes” on page 2

August Challenge
This month’s challenge is a free-for-all.
That’s right! Bring in anything you’ve
made out of wood.
September’s Challenge: Jigs and Fixtures
October: The Box Challenge
November: the Toy Challenge

by Albert Jimenez
Hey everyone!
Last month’s meeting was super cool! Thank you Marc
Collins for a very interesting and insightful talk on dust
collection. Although I don’t need intricate dust collection at
the present, as I work outdoors, I am much more informed
now for when I do set up a future shop.
The artistic wood challenge had several entries. (I’m sure if
Wayne Thiele were here he would’ve brought something in.
Right Wayne?) I’m no art critic but I would say all entries
were creative, tasteful and artsy. Congrats goes to Zach
Istrin for winning the challenge with the very cool puzzlestool.
While I’m on the subject, lets go through the challenges
for the coming months. This month’s challenge is a freefor-all. That’s right! Bring in anything you’ve made out of
wood. Anything! September is Jigs and Fixtures. October
is The Box Challenge. I like this challenge, as there are endless possibilities in making a box. Finally, November is the
Toy Challenge. So if any of you are thinking about it, there
is plenty of time to plan out a nice box build or create some
new toys for the toy challenge.
That’s it for now guys! See you all on the 17th. I’m hope to
see lots of entries for the Free for all challenge. It should
be interesting!
Albert

August Meeting:

Finishes done right! August’s
presenter will be professional finisher, Brian Miller. Topics under
consideration are “Aging a finish: matching new to old” and
“Glazes and the tricks they add to
your finishing toolkit.”

Who We Are

The club was formed in 1988 for the purpose of enhancing skills, providing information and sharing the
joys of working with wood. The membership reflects
a cross section of woodworking interests and skill levels - both hobbyist and professionals. Annual dues are
$35. Full-time student dues are $15.
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boxes that were sealed by a sliding dovetail joint.
Mark also announced that a neighbor had cut down a
black walnut tree and
had pieces of the trunk
available.
Eitan Ginsberg announced that the upcoming tour of the
Petersen
Automotive Museum will be
in
mid-September,
specific date to be announced.
Program Report
Without a Program
Chair, the consensus was that July’s program would be dust
collection, August would be Brian miller,
Treasurer’s Report.
Chuck Nickerson reported that we financially in good
shape. In our bank account. He also shared the tactics he
has used in fostering contributions to our GoFundMe
account
<https://www.gofundme.com/toy-buildingsupplies-campaign>. He has first made a contribution
himself. He then emails
contacts and suggests
they contribute. You can
also “share” this on your
Facebook page. Ten dollars would be great, $20
fantastic! He notes his
involvement with the toy
making process and having contributed himself.
There is a link on our
web page and the photo
releases have finally been
received.
Toy Committee Report
Jeff Bremer confirmed that the Toy build will be on October 21-22 at the El Camino High School wood shop from
9:00 to 4:00. He then passed around a commitment sheet
for members to commit to helping. He also announced a
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Club Officers
President:

Albert Jimenez
(818) 448-1439
albert@mannabody.com
Vice President: Joe Woodworker. 555-555-5555
joe@woodman.com
Secretary:
Jim Kelly
(323) 254-0837
jimkelly@earthlink.net
Treasurer:
Chuck Nickerson (818) 635-1175
chuckn@srar.com
Photographer
Chuck Nickerson (818) 635-1175
chuckn@srar.com
Publisher:
Gary Coyne
(626) 799-4196
gary@thecoynes.com
Librarian:
Open
(626) 666-6666
needone@needy.com
Program Chair: Jose Callejas, Jr.
818-746-0407
designs829@gmail.com
Web Master:
Ed Sheanin
(818) 346-6732
		ed@sheanin.com
Toy Chair:
Jeff Bremer
(310) 740-6892
		
jabremer@msn.com
Toy Distribution: Sheila Rosenthal
818-653-4847
sheiladeee@yahoo.com
Refreshments:
Nina Dusedau
(201) 913-6151
wood@bark.com

On the Web
If you were not able to get to the IWFS show this year in
Las Vegas, here’s a rundown on new “stuff ” from Woodworker’s Journal.
http://tinyurl.com/yce2hey3
“I Hide Giants That I Make From Wood In The Wilderness Of Copenhagen”
http://tinyurl.com/y7sr7hbu
The Germanic Journeyman tradition.
http://tinyurl.com/ydg882c4
A few wooden toy ideas
http://tinyurl.com/y9syv8zx
CA glue accelerator
http://tinyurl.com/y7cktq3u
box build event in his shop on August 5 and passed around
a sign up list. Finally, Jeff made a pitch for new leads for
some of our toys, as the current leads have had the job for
many years and are approaching burnout.
See “Minutes” on page 3

knife, I’ve not had to
do what I did before.]
Calvin Sov asked if
anyone had any suggestions for a dust
mask that does not
fog glasses. Suggestions were rubber
compound mask with
changeable filters or
a surgical mask with
the ear loops twisted
to give a tighter fit
and avoid the fogging.
[Note from the Editor: I have the “Elipse P100 Mask M/L”
and it works extremely well with no steaming of my glasses.
My only complaint about it is that it has to be slipped over
the head as opposed to clips that can simply be latched. If
Balboa Recreation Center Location
you Google this you can find it for sale in many places.]
Map curtesy of Google Maps
Show & Tell
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Jim Kelly showed an old Craftsman dovetail jig and routQuestions
er, free to a good home; Rockler clamp racks for $10 each,
Jeff Bremer said that he had tried using sawdust and CA and a set of screw drivers, also free to a good home.
glue as previously suggested, but still had a problem with
Jeff Bremer showed a three legged trivet he made from ¾
the patch being darker than the natural wood. Nothing
inch square
substantive offered.
stock
and
Jim Kelly asked about then rounded
causes of wood bind- using a 3/8
ing up when ripping. round over
Consensus was that bit.
it was the release of
Mike Wells
stresses causing the
showed a popiece between the
tato peeler he
fence and the blade/
handmade a
riving knife to tend towhile back
ward one or the other.
and has since
Nothing to be done
re-purposed
about it. [Note from
as a spokethe Editor: my old
shave. He also showed a counter top with compartment for
saw did not have a riving knife but occasionally the wood
electrical connections he had made.
would bind on the back of the saw blade. Part of the probChallenge
lem was the weak motor (1.5hp). The other part of the
problem was the wood relieving stress from the cutting in The challenge was something with no particular purpose.
the form of pinching the blade. The only solution I found Jeff Bremer showed us two woven screens using shop made
was to stop the saw, take
veneers. Zack Istrin showed us a stool with the surface bea screwdriver to split
ing a scroll saw cut puzzle. He had never done something
open the wood enough
like it before and took his scroll saw well beyond its design
to pull the wood out, the
wood thickness. The base was fabricated from angle iron
resaw the same cut from
that was welded together and the welds ground smooth.
scratch. This might have
Zach was our winner.
to be repeated several
Program
times. With my new saw,
Marc Collins did a nice PowerPoint presentation on dust
I do sometimes get this
collection.
Dust collection is needed to eliminate the fire
but with a more powerSee “Minutes” on page 4
ful motor and the riving
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Upcoming Wood-related Events
Jim Kelly
1.

2.
3.

Anderson Ranch Art Center and College of the Redwoods have their summer education opportunities
available at www.andersonranch.org and www.crfinefurniture.com, respectively
The Bowers Museum in Santa Ana is featuring a show
on “Frank Lloyd Wright: Architecture of the Interior”
June 24 - August 20. http://tinyurl.com/lo7p585
There will be a Tool Swap Meet at Anderson Plywood
on August 19

It Was a Good Day to Build Boxes
by Jeff Bremer
Actually, it was two good days as too many people signedup to all fit in my shop at the same time. This worked-out
well as both days we finished mid-afternoon. Here are pictures of the Saturday & Sunday crews hard at work at Baja
Bud’s Mexican restaurant.
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hazard of accumulated dust, as well as the remove the inhalation hazard it presents. A good system will also remove
chips produced by surface planers and jointers. Systems
can be a simple as a shop vacuum and as complex as a cyclone separator complete with permanent ducting to each
machine. We usually find shop vacuums inefficient because
of small capacity and having to clean the filter every time
the machine is emptied. The next step is a cyclone separator between the tool and the vacuum, such as Rockler’s
Dust Right Dust Separator or Oneida’s Dust Deputy.
With a HIPA filter on the vacuum, these systems are quite
effective and efficient for smaller wood working machines.
For larger applications, the most economical way is Harbor
Freights $200
two horsepower, 70-gallon
dust collector.
All sorts of
modifications
are available
to improve the
efficiency and
cost.
Larger
units are typically stationary
and connected
to the tools by
ducting. While
it might be tempting to use PVC, beware as a buildup of
static electricity is possible and could result in a fire or explosion. Proper grounding of the system will eliminate this
hazard, which is a non-issue with the use of metal ducting.
Ducting should have as large a diameter as feasible, runs
as shot as feasible, bends of no more than 45 degrees, rigid
ducting is far more efficient than flexible hoses, blast gates
allow hooking up several machines to the duct system while
ensuring that all the effort is used on one machine at a time.
Air filters need to be used in enclosed spaces for best results. Having a dust collection system reduces, but does not
eliminate the need for respirators and/or dust masks.
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New woodworking show debuts on Amazon Prime
“Woodcademy TV,” produced by Bagnall LLC, a new
woodworking television show is available for viewing on
Amazon’s Prime Video platform.
Host Ralph Bagnall brings 30 years of experience as a
professional woodworker to each project featured on the
show, sharing tips, tricks and skill-building techniques.
“Each project is carefully chosen to teach specific techniques that help woodworkers build their skills,” Bagnall, a
contributor to Woodshop News, said in a statement.
“For example, our first project is a reproduction folding
breakfast tray that features angled finger joints and a clever
wooden spring mechanism for locking the legs open or
closed, while the upcoming library stand uses bent-wood
laminated parts for the feet, stretchers and the tilting top.
We want viewers to learn techniques that they can use in
the shop even if they choose not to build the projects featured in the show.”
For more, visit www.woodcademy.com.

